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ABSTRACT
An analysis of intelligibility measurements of ideal binary
masked speech in noise for a group of normal hearing listeners is presented. In the proposed model, speech cues in
the processed mixtures are encoded by two information
channels: a noisy speech channel and a vocoded noise
channel. Results indicate that the former dominates for
dense binary mask patterns, and the latter for sparse binary
mask patterns, as controlled by a local SNR criterion used
for forming the ideal mask. Moreover, speech cues from the
target part of the processed mixture may be better utilized by
the listeners as a result of the ideal binary masking. Finally,
the analysis is extended to show a good qualitative agreement with several previous studies of intelligibility of ideal
binary masked noisy speech.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The technique of ideal binary masks (IBM) has produced
large benefits in intelligibility in noisy speech, both for normal hearing and hearing impaired subjects [1][2][3]. The
ideal binary mask requires the knowledge of the target and
masker components of the mixture and is constructed by
comparing the target and masker signal powers in a timefrequency decomposition 𝑆(𝑡, 𝑓) and 𝑀(𝑡, 𝑓) against a local
SNR criterion (𝐿𝐶), expressed in decibels,
1
𝐼𝐵𝑀 𝑡, 𝑓 =
0

if 𝑆 𝑡, 𝑓 − 𝑀 𝑡, 𝑓 > 𝐿𝐶
otherwise.

(1)

Resynthesis is performed by removing signal energy from
those time-frequency units of the decomposed mixture,
which have a zero in the binary mask. The ideal binary mask
gives an indication of the time-frequency areas of the target
speech that are audible.
In [3] the effect of IBM processing is interpreted as removing the effect of informational masking while retaining
the effect of energetic masking. The effect of the ideal binary
mask is thereby attributed to reduced confusion of the target
and masker signal, with unchanged audibility of the target
signal w.r.t. the unprocessed signal. The auditory system is
directed to the time-frequency units which contain unobstructed views or glimpses of the target signal. This interpretation is, however, limited to the ranges of 𝐿𝐶 that make the
binary mask pattern represent the time-frequency units that
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are audible to normal hearing listeners, i.e. values close to 0
dB.
Recently, experiments reported in [4] have shown intelligibility from ideal binary masks used to gate noise, in a
process related to vocoded noise [5][6]. These results indicate that the ideal binary mask may be doing more than directing the auditory system to the target signal in the retained
time-frequency units. In [4] ideal binary masks were derived
from 0 dB SNR mixtures of speech and speech shaped noise,
and used to gate the noise, and the resulting time domain
signals were of high intelligibility. This leads to the conclusion that not only the target component of the IBM processed
mixture but also the time-frequency pattern of binary gated
noise can carry the speech cues required for intelligibility.
The aim of the present paper is to investigate this relationship
further, and to give a qualitative explanation that may reconcile the results from [3] and [4].
A key observation is that the ideal binary masks are invariant to covariations of mixture SNR and 𝐿𝐶 [3][4]. This
means that if the mixture SNR and 𝐿𝐶 are both increased by
1 dB the IBM remains unchanged. The relative criterion
(𝑅𝐶) was introduced in [7] as a control of mask density, and
is defined, in units of dB, as
𝑅𝐶 = 𝐿𝐶– 𝑆𝑁𝑅

(2)

In [7], speech intelligibility was measured while fixing
𝑅𝐶 and varying the mixture SNR. The results – from which
Figure 1 is reproduced – suggest that for each masker type, a
range of 𝑅𝐶 values exists that yields benefit in intelligibility
over a large range of mixture SNR values.
The analysis in the present paper addresses the relationship between the intelligibility of the binary gated noise and
that of the binary gated target signal. We derive a model
based on three logistic functions, with parameters fitted from
measured intelligibility in unprocessed mixtures as function
of mixture SNR, and the measured intelligibility of vocoded
noise as function of 𝑅𝐶. Results are shown to be in good
qualitative agreement with both our and previously published
data, and offer an explanation to some of the underlying
processes related to speech intelligibility.
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Masker

L50

s50

30% SRT

50% SRT

SSN

-7.3 dB

13.2 %/dB

-9.8 dB

-7.3 dB

Cafeteria

-8.8 dB

6.8 %/dB

-13.8 dB

-8.8 dB

Table 1. Logistic function (3) parameters fitted from
intelligibility measurements using additive noise mixtures.
2. MEASUREMENTS
The measurement data was obtained from the experiments
described in [7], where further details are available. The task
was word identification using sentences from the Danish
Dantale II test [8]. Each sentence had five words with a
fixed grammar (name, verb, numeral, adjective and object),
e.g. “Michael had five new plants” (English translation).
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Figure 1: Measured intelligibility as function of the relative criterion (𝑹𝑪) for two noise types, three mixture
SNR levels, and eight mask density settings. The points
labelled “UN” represent intelligibility of “all one” binary
masked mixture. Data reproduced from [7].

Each word was taken from a closed set vocabulary of ten
possibilities at each word position. The masker signal was
either speech shaped noise matching the long term average
spectrum of the target sentences or cafeteria noise with conversational speech in the background. Fifteen subjects participated in the experiment, and they were all normal hearing
listeners (audiograms below 20 dB HL).
First, intelligibility of unprocessed mixtures was measured using an adaptive procedure measuring 50% speech
reception threshold (SRT) 𝐿50 , and slope 𝑠50 [9]. The average SRT was computed and a logistic function was fitted,
expressing the psychometric function
ℐ 𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 1 + exp 4𝑠50 𝐿50 − 𝑆𝑁𝑅

−1

(3)

Using the fitted parameters, SNR levels for 30% and 50%
intelligibility were derived as shown in Table 1.
In a second session, intelligibility of IBM processed
mixtures was measured. Stimuli were generated using
speech shaped and cafeteria noise, using three different mixture SNRs corresponding to 0%, 30% and 50% speech intelligibility for the unprocessed mixture, and eight different
relative criteria, 𝑅𝐶, for forming the binary masks. The three
mixture SNRs used were -60 dB (representing 0% intelligibility), and the 30% SRT and 50% SRT levels from Table 1.
Seven 𝑅𝐶 values were chosen to represent average densities of the resulting mask ranging from 1.5% to 80% ones
in the mask, equally spaced in dB. An eighth “unprocessed”
condition was included, where the binary mask in all bands
was forced to one inside speech intervals and zero outside.
Speech intervals were derived from the target signal, and
were further used for determining the mixture SNRs.
The target and masker signals were processed separately
by means of a gammatone filter bank, consisting of 64 channels; each channel has the bandwidth of 1 ERB (equivalent
rectangular bandwidth) and channel centre frequencies
spaced equally on the ERB frequency scale from 2 to 33
ERBs (corresponding to 55 Hz to 7743 Hz) [10][11]. The
filter bank response was divided into 20 ms frames with 10
ms overlap, and the total signal energy was computed within
each frame in each band, yielding individual T-F units.
An ideal binary mask was formed according to (1). The
binary mask signal was then interpolated in time with a Hanning window and multiplied with the mixture sub-bands, and
finally, the signal was synthesized using time reversed gammatone filters [11].
Each subject listened to two Dantale sentences for each
of the 38=24 combinations of mixture SNR and 𝑅𝐶 values,
resulting in 152=30 measurements for each point. Subjects
were asked to repeat as many words as possible, and an operator recorded the number of correctly identified words.
Figure 1 shows mean intelligibility scores for three mixture SNR levels, and for the eight mask densities selected by
the RC values.
3. ANALYSIS OF IBM INTELLIGIBILITY
For a given ideal mask, the IBM processing is a sequence of
linear operations, which can be summarized as
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𝑥 𝑡 =

𝑘

𝑥 𝑡 ∗ 𝐴𝑘 ∙ 𝑔𝑘 𝑡

∗ 𝑆𝑘 .

(4)

Here, 𝑥 𝑡 represents the mixture signal, and 𝐴𝑘 and 𝑆𝑘
are the analysis and synthesis subband filters in the 𝑘’th
subband (for simplicity, decimation in the filter bank is ignored), and the asterisk denotes convolution. The resulting
time-frequency gain 𝑔𝑘 (𝑡) expresses ideal binary masking.
Let 𝑠 𝑡 and 𝑚 𝑡 denote the target and noise signals, corresponding to a given mixture SNR
𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 10 log 𝑠(𝑡)2

𝑚(𝑡)2 ,

(5)

where < > denotes time averaging. If we define
𝑠 𝑡 =

𝑘

𝑠 𝑡 ∗ 𝐴𝑘 ∙ 𝑔𝑘 𝑡

𝑚 𝑡 =

𝑘

𝑚 𝑡 ∗ 𝐴𝑘 ∙ 𝑔𝑘 𝑡

∗ 𝑆𝑘 ,

(6)

and
∗ 𝑆𝑘 ,

(7)

we can write
𝑥 𝑡 = 𝑠 𝑡 +𝑚 𝑡 .

(8)

Considering the individual speech intelligibility of these
two components, we can assume the 𝑠 𝑡 to be highly intelligible provided that the binary mask pattern is dense enough.
We further identify 𝑚 𝑡 as a noise vocoded signal. For an
appropriate choice of 𝑅𝐶 value this signal can be intelligible
as well, as demonstrated by the lowest of the three curves in
Figure 1.
Obviously, the auditory system does not have access to
these two signals separately. We instead assume that the auditory system has access to a noisy version of 𝑠 𝑡 , which we
will denote as 𝑠 𝑡 , alongside the noise vocoded signal, and
we will assume that speech information can be conveyed
independently by these two channels. Consider the processed
clean speech component with added unprocessed noise
𝑠 𝑡 =𝑠 𝑡 +𝑚 𝑡

(9)

The intelligibility of 𝑠 𝑡 should resemble the psychometric function as long as the binary mask pattern is dense
enough, although intelligibility will decrease as mask density
decreases below a certain point. We can express the expected
dependencies on SNR and 𝑅𝐶 as
ℐ𝑠 𝑆𝑁𝑅, 𝑅𝐶 = ℐ 𝑆𝑁𝑅 ∙ 𝐿sparsity 𝑅𝐶 .

(10)

Here, 𝐿sparsity (𝑅𝐶) is a logistic function penalizing sparse
mask patterns, specified by a threshold, 𝑟sparsity , and a (negative) slope parameter, 𝑠sparsity .
−1

𝐿sparsity 𝑅𝐶 = 1 + exp 4𝑠sparsity 𝑟sparsity − 𝑅𝐶
SSN
Masker

𝐿sparsity
𝐿vocoder

s

Cafeteria
r

-1

-0.094dB

-1

0.056 dB

(11)

11.4dB
-22.1dB

s

r
-1

17.1dB

-1

-7.6dB

-0.058dB
0.059 dB

Table 2. Slope and threshold parameters used in (11)
and (12) fitted to the intelligibility measurements for
𝒎 𝒕 , corresponding to the lowest curves in each of the
plots in Figure 1.

The intelligibility of 𝑚 𝑡 as function of 𝑅𝐶 can be fitted
using a product of logistic functions of opposite overlapping
slopes
ℐ𝑚 𝑅𝐶 = 𝐿vocoder (𝑅𝐶) ∙ 𝐿sparsity (𝑅𝐶),

(12)

with the implicit assumption that (10) and (12) are both limited by the same logistic function 𝐿sparsity 𝑅𝐶 , expressing
that the intelligibilities of 𝑠 𝑡 and 𝑚 𝑡 are equally degraded by mask sparseness. The slope and threshold parameters of the logistic functions 𝐿vocoder (𝑅𝐶) and 𝐿sparsity (𝑅𝐶)
can be fitted to the vocoded noise intelligibility measurements (i.e. the -60 dB curves from Figure 1) by means of
numerical optimization, with the resulting values shown in
Table 2.
The final step is the assumption that intelligibility in
𝑥 𝑡 is conveyed independently by the two “channels” similar to the rationale behind the Articulation Index [12], so accordingly
1 − ℐ𝑥 𝑆𝑁𝑅, 𝑅𝐶 = 1 − ℐ𝑠 𝑆𝑁𝑅, 𝑅𝐶

1 − ℐ𝑚 𝑅𝐶

(13)

Or, using (10) and (12)
ℐ𝑥 𝑆𝑁𝑅, 𝑅𝐶 = [ℐ 𝑆𝑁𝑅 + 𝐿vocoder 𝑅𝐶 −
ℐ 𝑆𝑁𝑅 ∙ 𝐿vocoder 𝑅𝐶 ∙ 𝐿sparsity (𝑅𝐶)] ∙ 𝐿sparsity (𝑅𝐶)
4. MODEL RESULTS
Figure 2 shows a comparison of the model predictions (14)
with the intelligibility measurements. The top and bottom
row of plots show results using SSN and cafeteria maskers,
respectively. The left and right columns show predictions for
mixture SNR corresponding to 30% and 50% SRT.
First of all we notice that ℐ𝑚 𝑅𝐶 is fitted well using the
overlapping logistic functions. For the other curves, the best
agreements with the experimental results are found at regions
corresponding to high 𝑅𝐶 values above the peak location
where predictions are governed by 𝐿sparsity (𝑅𝐶), and at a
very low 𝑅𝐶 value where predictions are governed by
ℐ 𝑆𝑁𝑅 , seemingly justifying assumptions behind (10) and
(12).
For the intermediate 𝑅𝐶 range the measured performance data is systematically larger than the model predictions.
We interpret the excess performance as an indication that the
assumption made in (9) is not fully accurate, namely that the
processed speech degraded by unprocessed noise is a representative channel for conveying speech cues. In reality the
processing attenuates part of the noise as well, which apparently yields the excess benefit. We further notice that the
excess performance is far greater for cafeteria noise which
may be explained by the larger degree of informational
masking present in this masker signal [3]. The binary mask
could therefore be directing the listener’s attention to the
time-frequency regions containing relevant speech cues (i.e.
cues found in 𝑠 𝑡 but not in 𝑚 𝑡 ) while enabling the listener to disregard distracting time-frequency regions (i.e.
noise found in 𝑚 𝑡 but not in 𝑚 𝑡 ) The excess performance would indicate the magnitude of these effects.
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Figure 2: Comparison of measured (grey squares) and predicted (open squares) intelligibility scores for mixtures with
SNRs corresponding to 30% SRT (left column) and 50% SRT (right column) for SSN (top row) and cafeteria noise
(bottom row). Also shown is the measured intelligibility of vocoded noise 𝒎 𝒕 (triangles) and the fitted logistic curve
(thick solid line).
The model given by (14) yields a qualitative description
of the performance in the dimensions of 𝑅𝐶 and mixture
SNR. Figure 3 shows a halftone visualization of a twodimensional section of the (𝐿𝐶, SNR) plane utilizing (14).
The regions of high intelligibility form a “figure 7” like pattern, with the horizontal branch corresponding to the psychometric function represented by the ℐ 𝑆𝑁𝑅 term and the
diagonal branch attributed to the ℐ𝑛 𝑅𝐶 term. The factorization term 𝐿sparsity (𝑅𝐶) forms the right hand edge of the diagonal. The circles show locations that were measured in our
experiment, and the shading inside a circle represents the
measured intelligibility score at the corresponding location.
The excess performance relative to the model predictions is
visible as a brighter circle relative to its surroundings, as can
be observed near the “corner” region of the “figure 7”.
For reference, previously published experimental studies
using IBM on speech shaped noise have been indicated in
Figure 3, and referred to by the number inside a square: Location 1 corresponds to sampling a conventional psychomet-

ric curve, since the mask at this location consists of all ones;
Location 2 was reported in [2] with performance curves
showing a peak interval in 𝐿𝐶 qualitatively similar to Figure
1 but with a slightly different location due to different processing and different task (linear filter bank and a HINT test
was used); and Locations 3a and 3b correspond to the measured data in [3], where they show almost identical performance curves along the vertical and horizontal lines. Our
model likewise predicts identical performance curves along
these locations. Location 4 corresponds to the experiment in
[14] where normal hearing and hearing impaired listeners
reached SRTs of −17.1dB and −16.0dB, respectively with
𝐿𝐶 = −6dB. Finally, Location 5 corresponds to [4] where
the experiment demonstrated high intelligibility with 𝐿𝐶 and
SNR co-varied towards minus infinity, illustrated here at
−65dB.
We can use the model to predict the mixture SNR that
yields 50% intelligibility of the processed mixtures for a
given value of 𝐿𝐶. Since the right-hand edge of the diagonal
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dynamic range. The model relates the intelligibility of binary gated noise to the intelligibility improvements obtained
near the speech reception threshold for unprocessed mixtures. For sparsely populated binary masks resulting from a
relatively high local threshold, model predictions are accurate, while the model underpredicts the intelligibility benefits measured for denser mask patterns and mixture SNR
close to the speech reception threshold. This indicates that
IBM processing reduces distractions from the masker signal,
and the amount of excess listener performances is closely
related to the amount of informational masking present in
the noise signal.
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